2001 jeep grand cherokee oxygen sensor location

A bad oxygen sensor could be the cause of a check engine light. You can replace the sensor
yourself in your own car. You will be able to save money with diy. First you must locate the bad
oxygen sensor. You can have your car diagnosed at Auto Zone for free which will specify which
sensor out of four sensors. The Jeep Grand Cherokee 4. Two located upstream and two located
downstream. See attached diagram. Second you must purchase your oxygen sensor either from
a local automotive parts store or online. All four oxygen sensors located in the Jeep Grand
Cherokee are different prices and sizes. While you are purchasing your oxygen sensor, ask the
store clerk or look online for an oxygen sensor socket. It has a split down the middle for the
cable to fit. Third, use the picture above for specific location on the oxygen sensor you need to
replace. Use the socket to remove the bad oxygen sensor and replace it with the new one. This
article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point
auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. To submit
your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below. How to
change an oxygen sensor on Jeep Grand Cherokee by Contributor. Step 1 First you must locate
the bad oxygen sensor. Step 2 Second you must purchase your oxygen sensor either from a
local automotive parts store or online. Tips A flashlight comes in handy since two of the oxygen
sensors are underneath the engine. Socket wrench. It is typically caused by a failure in one of
the elements that heat the oxygen sensors, specifically bank 2 sensor 2. Replacing the Oxygen
sensor will fix the problem a majority of the time. Some of the other causes of P are listed
below. The purpose of the heated element in the oxygen sensor is to quickly bring it up to
normal operating temperature after your Grand Cherokee has been started. When it goes bad, it
is more difficult for the engine to get the air fuel mixture right. Typically, the only symptom of P
is going to be the service engine soon light. It should not be considered a breakdown risk. But,
like anything that causes the service engine soon light to come on it is a good idea to have it
fixed as soon as possible. Here are the most common issues that cause the P code in the Jeep
Grand Cherokee. They are presented in order somewhat of most to least likely to cause the
problem. Here is a fantastic video that covers all aspects of diagnosing a P trouble code. It is
possible to diagnose the P with a multimeter. If the light comes on, even for a second, you know
that you have a short circuit causing the P trouble code. Good luck finding whatever caused it
in your Jeep Grand Cherokee. If you have anything that you would like to add, please feel free to
leave a comment below. P is most often fixed with a new downstream after catalytic converter
O2 sensor Bad Oxygen Sensor â€” The oxygen sensor itself is one of the most likely reasons
that P is triggering your service engine soon light. See directly below. They are relatively
affordable at Autozone or Amazon. Wiring Harness Damage â€” The wiring that goes to the front
and rear oxygen sensors is very susceptible to damage. This is due to the fact that O2 sensors
are under the chassis where they are subject to punishment from road debris, and they are
subjected to a lot of exhaust heat. Wrong O2 Sensor â€” If you are getting P after having
recently replaced your Oxygen sensor, it may be that the replacement is wrong or bad. Grand
Cherokee P Diagnosis Here is a fantastic video that covers all aspects of diagnosing a P trouble
code. I replaced the bank 1 -2 o2 sensor. Cleared code but it came right back. Replaced the fuse
for it was good any place to look that might be a short they could be. Have 28 days to find as my
60 day inspection to have repaired is then. Do you. They only indicate the circuit or system that
needs further diagnosis. The only way to set this code is to have a break in the sensor's ground
wire or the signal voltage wire is shorted to the 12 volt heater wire for that sensor. Start by
looking for a corroded terminal in the sensor's connector or a terminal that got stretched or
pushed out of the plug body. Next, check the wiring harness for signs of melted wires,
especially where they travel near hot exhaust parts. If you haven't found the cause by this time,
use a scanner to view live data and look at the sensor's voltage compared to the passenger side
sensor. If it's normal, you have an intermittent problem that isn't currently acting up. Try flexing
on the wire harness to see if the voltage changes. If the voltage IS high, unplug connectors
going to that sensor and wiggle harnesses until the voltage changes. That will help you narrow
down the location of the problem. Was this answer. I checked harness at plug, looked ok. I have
4 o2 sensors. We're looking for a problem in bank 1. The next thing is to use a scanner to see
what the Engine Computer is seeing so you can figure out why it is setting that code. It would
be very rare to have a shorted sensor, and really rare to have a new one also shorted and
setting the same code, but if the wires will reach, you can switch the plugs between the left and
right sensors, then erase the code and see if the same one comes back. If the sensor has a
problem it will set a new code for bank 2. Switching the rear sensors won't affect how the
engine runs. That ill have to do friday as I need truck for daughters college rides. That sounds
loke a great idea ill let you know friday late afternoon. Heres something that might not be related
i just bought truck 3 weeks ago. Problems im finding. Also when in drive theres a semi loud
ticking heard from inside cabin thats from coming from motor that gets louder with

acceleration. Could any of these be related. I have answers for all your questions but the web
site keeps reloading over and over and it's erasing what I type. I'll try later. The ticking can be
caused by an exhaust leak. If it is ahead of the catalytic converter, in between the puffs of
exhaust gas flow the momentum will create little puffs of vacuum. That can draw in outside air
and the oxygen will be detected as a lean condition. The Engine Computer will respond by
adding more fuel but there will still be that extra oxygen there. I've repaired thousands of radios
for new and used car dealers in my state but the only bad amp I ever ran into was two years ago
in my '93 Dynasty with 4, miles. Switch the two rear speakers side-to-side. If the same speaker
is dead, look for a small black plastic box bolted to it. There's a capacitor in there that is likely
open. You'll have to chisel it out of the protective glop to replace it, or you can bypass it with a
jumper wire. The mirror problem is unusual. I would start by looking at the wires between the
door hinges to see if any are frayed and touching. I dont know when the last owner had spark
plugs changed so ill change them this weekend, could that set the code. Wifes gona help me
sat. So I can listen for the noise, as with the speaker and mirror I will have with it as collage
semester over in couple weeks. I dont think o2 plugs will reach each other as they are the short
harness Was this answer. There's a couple dozen potential fault codes related to the oxygen
sensors and each one gets pretty specific. Some simply report the condition, like "running lean
too long". Those codes prove the sensor is working; it's just reporting what it sees. Other
codes, like , report a defective condition in the circuitry. Those tell the computer it can't believe
whatever readings it might get. In those cases there is always a backup strategy that lets the
computer make fuel metering and ignition timing decisions based on other factors. Those
decisions won't be accurate or provide the lowest emissions and best fuel mileage but they will
keep the engine running. Sorry havent gotten back computer broke. Anyway I heard could be
wrong sensor so looked at ntk website and I ordered and installed o2 for second cat different
part number got new one and istalled saturday cleared codes and so far light hasnt come on as
quick as it did before. Guess I need 40 drive cycles to reset computer. Will let you know how it
turns out Was this answer. Caradiodoc alls good no codes, passed inspection thanks again for
all you input. Now going to tackle speaker and mirror problems. Thanks again k Was this
answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Hi Mine Is A 4. Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers
who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question.
Please enter a question. Located in California, Kwiksen is one of the largest automotive
aftermarket parts provider in North America. We are dedicated to provide the best selection, the
latest cutting edge technology, and the best overall shopping experience. Kwiksen oxygen
sensor is designed to detect the amount of oxygen in the exhaust stream. It is constructed from
quality stainless steel, porous polytetrafluoroethylene, fluorine rubber, aluminum oxide,
high-grade platinum and ceramics. It is manufactured with precision to meet OE standards and
can be installed easily and ensures longevity. An upstream sensor is before the catalytic cat.
Upstream oxygen sensor is also known as sensor 1, or pre-cat, or upper oxygen sensor.
Downstream oxygen sensor is also known as sensor 2, or post-cat, or lower oxygen sensor.
Feature: 1. Helps ensure your engine is constantly monitored and operating efficiently, while
maximizing performance. The most effective way to control the combustion process and reduce
emissions. Fuel savings. How to do when the engine light still on after replaced new oxygen
sensor? Please check error code such as P, and provide the error code and year, make, model,
trim engine. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Tuesday,
March 2 Order within 11 hrs and 5 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by.
Upstream and Downstream Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase.
Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional
costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the
first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only
valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30
days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's
warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for
commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Add a gift
receipt for easy returns. Brand: Kwiksen. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all
three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers.
Show details. Sold by PartsSquare and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Ships
from and sold by Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over

Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Oxygen Sensor for Heated
4-wire 17 cm long instructions and butt type Set of 4. NTK Oxygen Sensor. Compare with similar
items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? Please confirm your vehicle information:. Position
confirmation An upstream sensor is before the catalytic cat. More to consider from our brands.
See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I should leave two stars
instead of one star because it did plug in, thread in, and work for approximately a month. The
upstream sensor failed in a way that messed up the jeep. At temperature which was just long
enough to leave me out of walking distance and cell service on my way to work today. The jeep
started bogging and sputtering and after about a half hour of diagnostics at in the am along the
road. I unplugged the sensor and drove the jeep in preset open loop computer mode. Buyer be
aware! Replaced the upstream sensor on a Jeep XJ as the engine was sputtering and running
rough. At the same time, I also replaced the catalytic converter. New sensor worked for about 1
week before it crapped out and started causing worse problems then the old one. Do you
research. Aftermarket parts work for some things but not for O2 sensors on Jeeps. One person
found this helpful. Literally fell apart in less than a month after install. Tried to contact seller but
without a computer to send them pictures, they wouldnt replace or refund. Images in this
review. Its not worth the savings. Failed after 2 months. Rock Auto has them for a much better
price but I cant wait for them to come in this time. My first time installing o2 sensors. After
finally getting my old one out, these were a breeze to install. Lots of videos out there that
assisted me greatly. Im very pleased with the performance and the cost of the pair was a great
deal. These went on with no problem and fixed my issue no more check engine light. Exact fit
for 99 XJ. I have about miles on them, going well so far. See all reviews. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: auto oxygen sensor , oem jeep part , jeep wrangler
parts , downstream oxygen sensors , Oxygen Sensors. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Auto
Parts Outlets. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. For more information go to Meticulously engineered and
evaluated to exceptional standards, Denso's 4-wire OE replacement oxygen sensors will restore
your ride to fresh-from-the-factory quality with their perfect fit an We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Oxygen Sensor part.
See All. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Showing 1 - 15 of 98 results. Display item:.
Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Wire Length Thread Size : M Part Number:
RJ Part Number: Part Number: SET Part Number: WKP Page 1 of 7 Showing 1 - 15 of 98 results.
Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Bosch invented the automotive oxygen sensor
and is the number one choice of vehicle manufacturers around the world. Properly functioning
oxygen sensors are important when it comes to your vehicles fuel efficiency and reducing
harmful exhaust emissions. Dec 10, They are sending me 2 more right away after I mentioned
two were missing from the package. Gus Tsoucalas. Purchased on Nov 20, Dec 06, Best store
online. I like the faster shipping. Purchased on Oct 20, May 15, Two thumbs up. Rita Bridges.
Purchased on Apr 16, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. P Code: HO2S Heater Control
Circuit Bank 1 Sensor 3 Newer car models determine oxygen content through heated oxygen
sen
1997 mitsubishi eclipse wiring diagram
versalift parts diagram
chevy colorado zx2
sors in the exhaust system before and after the catalytic converter s. The information supplied
by the oxygen sensors helps the fuel system maintain the right air to fuel ratio. Downstream

oxygen sensors also help the PCM determine the efficiency of the. The PCM uses a closed-loop
air-fuel metering system and monitors the heated oxygen sensor signal voltage. It utilizes
various data from the sensors in the car, such as the oxygen sensors, manifold absolute
pressure. P Code: O2 Sensor Circuit Slow Response Bank 1, Sensor 2 The rear sensor is
located behind the catalytic converter, and bank 1 refers to the side of the engine that houses
the 1 cylinder. It uses this information to make short-term or long-term fuel corrections, like
changes in fuel delivery strategy and ignition timing, in order to achieve the optimal air-fuel
ratio. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

